Faculty of Legal Studies (FLS)
Calendar (2019–2020)

Orientation Programme: 15–26 July

Commencement of the classes for the continuing students: 26 July

Commencement of the classes for the new students: 30 July

Seminars: Tuesdays and on the dates to be announced in due course

First scheduled meeting of the Committee of Advisers with the students: On a prior-notified date in the first or second week of August

Communication of proposed dissertation topics and/or areas of research by the students to the Faculty Assistant (FA): Before 20 September

Mid-Semester Examinations: 20–28 September

Showing of the graded Mid-Semester Examinations answer sheets to the students: As per a prior-notification of the course in-charge to the students

Assignment of supervisors by the Faculty Committee: By 27 September

Communication of the assignment of supervisors by the FA to the students: By 30 September

Submission of draft LLM and MPhil/PhD synopsis to the FA and under intimation to the supervisor: By 31 October

Presentation of draft LLM and MPhil/PhD synopsis before the Faculty Committee: 11–18 November

End-Semester Examinations: 25 November–03 December

Showing of the graded End-Semester Examinations answer sheets to the students: As per a prior-notification of the course in-charge to the students

Meeting of the Board of Studies: the second or third week of November

Submission of LLM synopsis: Latest by 06 December

First Meeting of the Moderation Committee: 08 December

Resubmission of LLM synopsis, if any: Latest by 10 December
Mandatory meeting with the supervisor: Monthly or as agreed with the supervisor

**WINTER VACATIONS**

**Resumption of the classes:** 13 January

**Seminars:** On a weekday and on dates to be announced in due course

**Second scheduled meeting of the Committee of Advisers with the students:** On a prior-notified date in the third or fourth week of January

**Submission of MPhil/PhD synopsis:** Latest by the end of the third week of January

**Meeting of the Board of Studies:** the second or third week of February

**International Conference:** 28–29 February

**Mid-Semester Examinations, March:** As per schedule to be announced in due course

**Showing of the graded Mid-Semester Examinations answer sheets to the students:** As per a prior-notification of the course in-charge to the students

**Submission of draft LLM dissertation to the FA and under intimation to the supervisor:** Before the end of March

**Presentation of draft LLM dissertation before the Faculty Committee:** On a prior-notified date and before the end of April

**End-Semester Examinations, May:** As per schedule to be announced in due course

**Showing of the graded End-Semester Examinations answer sheets to the students:** As per a prior-notification of the course in-charge to the students

**Submission of LLM dissertation to the FA:** Latest by the end of the first working day after the end of the End-Semester Examinations, May

**Resubmission of LLM dissertation, if any:** No later than four days before the date of commencement of the Summer Vacations

**Second Meeting of the Moderation Committee:** At least two days before the date of commencement of the Summer Vacations

*(For all enquiries, please contact the FA: ramakk231@southasianuniversity.org; 011-24195139; 9871115130).*